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About This Content

Expand your gameplay with the new Monster Energy Supercross - Compound. Discover the outdoor compound with two tracks
and test your abilities with new and exciting challenges. Select between a Supercross and a Motocross track and either better

your performance in the Time Attack Mode or compete against other AI in the Single race mode.
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Title: Monster Energy Supercross - Compound
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K; AMD FX-6350 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 with 2 GB VRAM or more; AMD Radeon HD 7800 with 2 GB VRAM or more

DirectX: Version 11

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German
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hmmm.....how is this even a game? Nothing to do, I can't understand the point of it. The images and video oversell it to be some
cool social gaming experience, well your far from it. For a game to come out in 3 months, it is not ready. Simply because it is
boring and weird. Graphics are cool and the idea might be good but you need to give us gamers something to look forward to
not a bowlin experience which on my windows 8 PC didnt even work. Also to quit the game I had to hold Ctr+Alt+Delete to
close it with task manager, and I have a really decent laptop for gaming. Not worth the installation wait. Froze my whole
computer too, too heavy to operate. Also how is this a theme park featured with fun? I swear from the looks of this game I
thought it was gonna be sims but a play park lmao. Not reccomending this until it gets better to run and actually have things to
do.. Fun game, a little like Space Rangers with a little star control 2 mixed in.. A unique physics-based game wherein you
control a swarm of semi-independent particles. Your powerup determines how they behave. You simply battle your swarms
against the enemy and deplete theirs to destroy the enemy.

A blast to play, & certainly very hard to master. Also, gorgeous representation.. A neat little puzzle game :)

Impressions:
The mechanics do an awesome job with screwing with the player's mind. There's weird time-traveling and cloning teleports,
paradoxes mixed with somewhat more classical switches and falling tiles. This is probably how I'd sum up the game in one
sentence actually. A proper mind\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ery of a mix of calssic and modern puzzle game mechanics.
Causality definitely tries to do something new here but builds it on solid foundations of the genre.

Content:
There's 4 sets of puzzles, 15 levels each. You need to beat first 10 puzzles of each set to progress to another one. The levels are
designed in a way that the obligatory 10 are somewhat easier than the optional 5 which can really force you to spend more time
on them. That said the game isn't long and doesn't overstay its welcome. It took me just a few hours to beat the mandatory 40
puzzles.
Graphics:
Visualy it's simple but good looking. Slowly animated backgrounds don't distract you from cracking the puzzles presented to you
in the foreground. It feels rather minimalistic but that's all that's needed.

Issues:
Now onto the flaws. For a game that does a good job at steady pacing of the difficulty curve it really sucks at explaining things
to you. It could *really* use some form of an as-you-play tutorial to explain some of its more innovative mechanics. Meanwhile
you\u2019re thrown into it and left to figure it all out by yourself. Which might sound like a fun sort of a challenge but
sometimes leaves you guessing and making random choices just to \u201csee what happens\u201d instead of thinking what to
do next. And that\u2019s what puzzle games should be about.

Performance and ethics:
Technically everything is perfect. No framedrops, no bugs or crashes. Great job on part of the devs here. Also kudos for no
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t with pre-order stuff. It\u2019s a good game that doesn\u2019t need silly
marketing to appeal to the fans of the genre.

Summary:
Overall, Causality is very solid, especially at such an attractive price. If the devs have even more creative mechanics in mind
I\u2019d definitely like to play some downloadable content for it.
. I really wanted to give this game positive review, I played it and kept saying '5 more minutes, maybe it'll get better soon'. Well
it didn't.
Toki Tori (previous game) was the game I enjoyed playing, levels were interesting and difficult as hell, graphic was cute and
pleasant. I thought Toki Tori 2+ will be similar and give me more hours of brain exercise. I feel quiet screwed because it's
nothing like Toki Tori.

I don't recommend this game for people who expect puzzle game. Maybe if you have a children they might enjoy it.. 1000
Amps is an okay game. While it lacks the pure polish of a game like Within A Deep Forest, 1000 Amps succeeds in its own
little niche of a puzzle-platformer with a big emphasis on exploration. It's short, it will probably frustrate you at some point, but
it's worth checking out.. Sock Works was among the spin off games to the Pajama Sam franchise. The object of the game is to
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control various convoy belts and other machines to sort out the right color socks in the right color baskets. As you progress
further into the game, the later levels get trickier and other times, the levels are simply easy. Keep in mind that this is not an
adventure game like the main franchise with the whole exploration and point and click scenario. Which is why I refer to it as a
"spin-off" features Pajama Sam in a mini game theme game. If you like the Pajama Sam adventure games, then you may like
this one. It's overrall an addicting game to make the time go by.
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Way too Easy to keep me interested, literally just hold down left and right mouse and run to enemies and they die. Nice concept
with the area style but feels limited by the lack of different weapons or characters. This game sure as hell is not worth $10 for
what it is, which is just hack and slash through waves of enemies. I found the music annoying and repetitive, just like the game
itself.
. crashes so much. This is nothing but a combat simulator set to ultra hard difficulty. I don\u2019t play South Park games for
challenging combat, I play them to relax, enjoy the story, character dialogue and show references. While it does have some
decent rewards, I completed the game without them easily enough.. Couldn't pick up items in VR, my friend had to solve most
of the puzzles due to this bug. the worst hidden object game i have ever played. just a bunch of easy, lazy and repetitive hidden
objects scenes that have nothing to do with the story.

is it serious? i completed the game in 30 minutes. it is absolutely not worth the money.

it is so bad that you will feel cheated even if you get it for free.. Do you enjoy paying $40.00 for a game where DLC routes and
payware are riddled with bugs and missing textures? Do you find the idea of searching for missing assets (labelled as "KUIDs",
consisting of 20-ish numbers and characters) by typing their KUIDs into a third party site (that you have to register to use) so
you can figure out what they are on the "free" download station? Then, do you enjoy a "free" 10kbps download speed UNLESS
you pay $3.00 for the "high-speed" two day pass on the download station? Here's a better and CHEAPER solution- break a
mirror and try to put it back together. You will have more luck in that, plus it will seem much simpler than trying to get
seemingly ANY route, locomotive, or session to work properly in this game. Even the payware stuff. YES, THE PAYWARE
ROUTES ARE RIDDLED WITH ISSUES! Missing textures, invisible track... all to the tune of an EXTRA $40.00! That's
$80.00 to run your trains on thin air! I've been trying to fall in love with Trainz since I first had it on a Windows XP computer
with TRS2004. Now, 15 years into the future, the game looks VIRTUALLY THE SAME. Sure, some trees are better. Yeah,
there are some better locomotive textures. But I still see 2D track, 2D textures, more missing assets, and trains that look like
something from Microsoft Train Simulator- yes, MSTS, which we would play on our Windows 2000 machines. I'm done with
N3V games. They are money-hungry, lazy, slacking developers who can't even deliver a payware route with freaking ground
textures. Nope, all you get are grey and yellow gridlines where rivers and meadows are supposed to evoke the Rocky Mountains
of Western Canada. But hey, maybe if I throw another $40.00 at re-downloading their payware, those textures would appear and
function. That isn't a $40.00 bet I'm willing to make. Save your money, both on this game and Excedrin, and buy yourself
something nice- Maybe a jigsaw puzzle of a train, which would have better graphics, be more enjoyable, and be completed
faster than a 500kb boxcar will download from their download station. Or buy it and begin to invent new cuss-words to take
with you to your next company meeting or family reunion. The choice is yours- choose wisely!. good F2P MMO game thats not
complete P2W

just do not touch PvP
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